Abstract. In this paper, we define the Maximum-Mean Subtree problem on trees, an equivalent reformulation of the Fractional Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree Problem on Trees. We describe an algorithm that solves the Maximum-Mean Subtree problem, and prove that our algorithm runs in O(n) time in the worst case, improving a previous O(n log n) algorithm.
The Maximum-Mean Subtree Problem
Given a rooted tree of nodes such that each node has a real 1 valued prof it, we are to produce a pruning of the tree that maximizes the average profit of the remaining nodes. Note that pruning a node also prunes all of its descendants.
A generalization of this problem gives each node a positive real valued cost, with the original problem assigning each node a cost of 1. The overall average of a tree is the sum of the profits divided by the sum of the costs, including only unpruned nodes. In this paper we present an algorithm that solves the generalization with both profits and costs per node in time O(n).
We strictly restrict costs to be positive due to the fact that negative costs result in some instances of the problem being computationally equivalent to Subset-Sum on real numbers. While profits may be negative without affecting the correctness of the result produced by our algorithm (as long as the root has positive profit), it is not clear as to what a negative profit would represent conceptually.
Motivation
The max-mean subtree problem has potential applications when trying to maximize percent return on investment. Any problem that can be described as "a cost to reach a profit" and has a tree structure 2 can be solved with our algorithm. Strictly maximizing the sum of the profit minus the sum of the costs on such a tree is solvable in Θ(n) time by the LPCST algorithm described by Klau et al. Historically, the Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree problem has had applications in business, generally being described as a question of where one should locate a central heating plant, and which pipes should be built in order to maximize the profit generated from servicing buildings connected to the heating plant.
The max-mean subtree problem (and equivalently the FPCSTT problem), can be seen as the problem of maximizing percent return on investment for adding services to a preexisting tree structured utility (power, heat, etc.) network, as has been historically generated by MST constructed power distribution systems, or Steiner Tree constructed heating plant distribution systems. An example of this lies within the development of DSL services over preexisting telephone networks (as has been in construction in recent years), or the development of broadband over powerlines (which has not yet been commercially deployed). The costs associated with adding such a service is observed as repeaters, hubs, switches, filters, and line upgrades, placed along the standard wired telephone or power services, and profits are simply the expected profits gained from providing such a service to homes and businesses connected to the upgraded network. In running the algorithm we present, a telephone or power company who desires to upgrade their lines would discover where they should offer such services so as to maximize the percent return on their service upgrade investment.
Related and Prior Work
The Fractional Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree problem on Graphs (FPCSTG) is generally described as a graph on which edges have costs, vertices have profits, and one is to select a connected subtree within the graph that maximizes prof its/(c 0 + costs), for some initial cost c 0 . The Fractional Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree problem on Trees (FPCSTT), as described by Klau et al. , is changed such that the input is a rooted tree, subject to the same maximization constraints, with the requirement that the root be included. The max-mean subtree problem forms a computationally identical problem to FPCSTT. Specifically, the initial cost c 0 is identical to the cost on the root node in max-mean subtree, and just as in FPCSTT, you cannot reach a node in the tree (gaining prof it) without first crossing an edge that attaches the node to the tree (paying cost). This results in the same prof it and cost totals as in FPCSTT.
The max-mean subtree problem can also be solved as an instance of the maxsum subtree problem, which is a tree variant of the Open Pit Mining problem on DAGs [AMO1993] , by setting value(node) = prof it(node) − OP T AV G * cost(node), where OP T AV G is the average value obtained by the optimal tree. Any max-sum subtree problem is solvable in Θ(n) time by the solution to the Linear Prize Collecting Steiner Tree problem described by Klau et al. (not provided here), and in this case, if we had OP T AV G for the translation, we could solve the problem outright in Θ(n) time with the HasAverageAtLeast subroutine provided later.
Klau et al. provide three algorithms which solve the Maximum-Mean Subtree problem. The first algorithm they present as "Binary Search" runs in O(nk) time, where k denotes the desired precision of the answer, and n is the number of nodes in the input tree, we provide later as SSOnlyAverage2. The second algorithm they present as "Newton's Method" runs in worst-case O(n 2 ) time on a tree with n nodes, we provide below as SSOnlyAverage1. The third algorithm they present as their findings, based on Megiddo's Parametric Search, runs in O(n log n) time on a tree with n nodes, which we improve upon.
The basic difference between the third algorithm Klau et al. provides, and the algorithm which we provide, is that where Klau et al. binary search from among a set of potential OP T AV G values to constrain their range quickly, we choose one representative from among the set to constrain our range slowly. We prove that this is sufficient to reduce the size of the set by a constant fraction every pass, and due to the lower overhead per pass, prove that this reduces the running time of our algorithm to O(n).
Algorithm Inputs and Outputs
Input:
A rooted tree T , whose nodes have positive or negative real valued profits and positive real valued costs on each node.
Output:
2. An average, AV G(P (T )), defined as:
where U denotes the set of unpruned nodes in P (T ) Constraints:
1. If some node u in T does not also exist in P (T ), then neither do any of u's descendants. 2. P (T ) is pruned to maximize Avg(P (T )), such that pruning more or fewer nodes from T will decrease Avg(P (T )).
Two Decision Algorithms
We first define the algorithm provided in Listing 1 which tells us whether or not some tree has a pruning with average greater than or equal to some provided cutoff.
Lemma 1. Suppose that there exists a tree T with average value at least cutoff.
Then the tree U that HasAverageAtLeast forms by pruning the input tree also has average value at least cutoff.
def HasAverageAtLeast(tree, cutoff): tree.subprofit = tree.profit tree.subcost = tree.cost for child in tree.children: if HasAverageAtLeast(child, cutoff): tree.subprofit += child.subprofit tree.subcost += child.subcost unpruned = tree.subprofit/tree.subcost >= cutoff tree.pruned = not unpruned return unpruned
Listing 1: Testing whether OP T AV G is at least a given cutoff.
Proof. T and U may differ, by the inclusion of some subtrees and the exclusion of others. For each subtree s that is included in U and excluded from T , s must have average value at least cutoff (otherwise, HasAverageAtLeast would have pruned it) so combining its value from that of T can not bring the average below cutoff. For each subtree s that is excluded from U and included in T , s must have average value below cutoff (by an inductive application of the lemma to the subtree rooted at the root of s) so removing its value from that of T can only increase the overall value.

Corollary 1. HasAverageAtLeast returns True if and only if there exists a tree with average value at least cutoff.
A second algorithm is also useful, which we call HasAverageGreaterT han. HasAverageGreaterT han is HasAverageAtLeast with a changed recursive call, and replacing ≥ with > during the assignment of unpruned. A suitably modified version of Lemma 1 and its proof would also prove the correctness of HasAverageGreaterT han.
The tree.subprof it, tree.subcost, and tree.pruned variables provided above are implementation details. In our implementation, tree.subprof it and tree.subcost allow for the caching of the sum of unpruned node profits and costs in a subtree rooted at tree, and tree.pruned allows for the generation of a pruned version of a tree as a side-effect of determining whether or not a tree has a pruning of average at least or greater than the specified cutoff.
Two Simple Solutions
Using the second of our two decision algorithms, we define an algorithm that solves the problem in O(n 2 ) time, provided in Listing 2. Generating trees which force Ω(n 2 ) behavior is relatively straightforward 3 . Because every return of True by HasAverageGreaterT han increases current, the algorithm necessarily makes progress towards the solution until it finally comes upon a current value for which no better average exists.
Taking both of our decision algorithms as subroutines, we can define an algorithm that solves the problem in O(nk) time, provided in Listing 3, where k is the number of bits of precision in our numeric representation.
Note that SSOnlyAverage1 and SSOnlyAverage2 only produce Avg(P (t)), but by calling HasAverageAtLeast and obeying the pruning decisions it makes, we can produce P (t) from Avg(P (T )).
We can see that where SSOnlyAverage1 runs too slow is that it only ever takes incremental steps to improve its currently known best average. If we could take larger steps, we would be able to speed up SSOnlyAverage1 by a significant amount.
On the other hand, SSOnlyAverage2 is dependant on the precision of the values used to represent profits and costs. This may lead to 64 passes when using IEEE 764 floating point doubles (assuming negative profits make sense in an instance of the problem), and more or fewer when using other numeric representations.
Can we combine the binary searching of SSOnlyAverage2 with an algorithm like SSOnlyAverage1 that is not dependant on precision? Yes.
Our Algorithm
Roughly speaking, our algorithm works as follows. It proceeds in a sequence of iterations, each of which reduces the number of nodes with value (node.prof it/node.cost) between bounds low and high, within which OPTAVG is known to lie, and performs a sequence of pruning and merging steps to reduce the size of the tree. Each step first finds the set of tree nodes whose values are within the range between low and high (referred to as in range nodes in later lemmas), and reduces the range by applying the decision algorithm to the median value of these tree nodes. Then, it prunes any leaf whose value is below low (referred to as low nodes in later lemmas), merges any node whose value is above high (referred to as high nodes in later lemmas) with its parent, and also merges with its child any node that has a single child and that has value below low, until no further such simplifications can be performed. When after a sequence of such iterations the tree has been reduced to a single node, the optimal average can be found as the root.prof it/root.cost. As with the previous algorithms, our provided algorithm returns only the optimal average, but by calling HasAverageAtLeast on the original input tree with the optimal average and obeying the pruning decisions it makes, we can produce P (T ). We provide pseudocode in Listing 4. 
